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***

Children  watch  pornography  at  school  and  then  practice  together,  as  part  of
“comprehensive sexuality education”, as instructed by the World Health Organization, and
United Nations. 

Below  you  find  two  screenshots  from  official  documents  published  by  the  World  Health
Organization  and  United  Nations.  They  instruct  schools  worldwide  to  teach  toddlers
masturbation and sexual techniques.
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Click here to download the PDF.

WHO International Technical Guidance on Sexual Education, page 71

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/international-technical-guidance-on-sexuality-education.pdf
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/international-technical-guidance-on-sexuality-education.pdf
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Below you see a poster  sent  to thousands of  schools,  as part  of  this  “comprehensive
sexuality education”. This is a Dutch poster from The Netherlands, which I translated in
English for your convenience. It is published by Rutger, a government funded organization
that is responsible for sexual education in schools. This poster literally tells children that
boys should have sex with boys, and so should girls with girls.
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This is full blown homosexuality being pushed into elementary schools, on unsuspecting
kids.

Below  you  find  photographs  of  children’s  playgrounds.  Just  let  it  sink  in  that  these  were
approved  by  the  local  governments,  and  schools…
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I have received emails from parents testifying how their kids are indeed being molested at
schools, in the USA. The stories are horrifying. Sexual abuse is happening under the guise of
“comprehensive sexuality education”. One example of an email I received from a parent:

“Everything you are reporting happened to her. Using another girl to touch my daughter
(masturbation), horrible bad words, pornography using her cellphone.”

Children’s books are distributed in schools, that teach little children how to lick each others
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genitals.

Another children’s book pushed into schools in Europe, contains the following quote:

“Examples of things you can do with sex are (tongue) kissing, caressing, petting (licking
the vagina), piping (licking/sucking the penis),  fingering, jerking off, dick-in-vagina sex
(vaginal sex) and dick-in-anus sex (anal sex)”.

Sexuality classes are being organized where little children watch pornography, and engage
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into sexual activities with one another. The instructions of the teaching material reads:

“Make sure that nobody records or films this. We have to keep these classes safe”.

This doesn’t only happen in Europe, but worldwide, as part of the UN Agenda 2030 and the
WHO directives for sexuality education.

Here you see the logos printed on the guide WHO International Technical Guidance on
Sexual Education:

As we can see this is promoted by UNICEF, WHO, and the United Nations. On page 71 this
guide instructs schools worldwide to teach young children different sexual techniques, and
masturbation.

The sexualization of children is even done on global corporate level, as we have seen with
the mugs from MacDonalds, that – when turned properly – show children engaged in sexual
acts.

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/international-technical-guidance-on-sexuality-education.pdf
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/international-technical-guidance-on-sexuality-education.pdf
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Normalizing pedophilia

Why are children all over the world being sexualized? As we have revealed in our evidence
report  “Child  abuse  and  murder  by  high  level  officials”  pedophilia  is  widespread  among
government  officials  and  the  financial  elites.  Their  agenda  is  to  normalize  their  hidden
practices  of  child  abuse.

The publisher of school material for sexual education in The Netherlands, Europe, is Rutger,
an organization that has been trying to get pedophilia legalized for many years. It is highly
alarming that they are the ones who were selected by the government to create this
material – an organization that is known to fight for the normalization of pedophilia.

The goal is clear: sexualize little children, so that pedophilia will become mainstream.

The horror this will unleash on humanity is unspeakable. Everyone who knows something,
knows that this traumatizes children forever. Anyone who has personally experienced sexual
abuse can confirm this.

Perverted sexuality devastates humanity

We all know that sexuality is a matter of love, intimacy, safety, and being faithful to one
person,  that  you  commit  yourself  to.  Sexuality  is  a  powerful  force  that  can  inflict
unspeakable damage to humans when expressed wrongly. You don’t just engage in all kinds
of sexual acts with just about anyone. Let alone teaching little children to do this with their
friends and even in the classroom.

A perverted sexuality devastates humanity. People who are addicted to pornography for
example, develop social, relational, emotional and spiritual problems.

Instead of love, respect, and intimacy… all they know is a selfish desire to satisfy their own
lusts. Sexuality becomes totally disconnected from love, acceptance and intimacy. It leaves
you with a deep sense of loneliness, as no love is involved whatsoever. It turns people into

https://loj291.infusionsoft.com/app/email/broadcast/~Link-6159305~
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predators, as they develop an attitude of considering other people as lust objects, instead of
valuable human beings that need to be cherished and protected.

Since the mass distribution of pornography domestic sexual child abuse has exploded, as
adults have been terrorized with a perverse form of sexuality, that pushes them to satisfy
their lusts by preying on their own children.

Fifty  years  ago  pornography  was  considered  evil,  but  in  recent  years  it  has  gone
mainstream. The same will happen with pedophilia if we don’t stand up against it.

Don’t fall for their magic tricks

The WHO and UN hire masterful word magicians who are able to make this horror sound like
a wonderful thing. When you read their documents it all is explained in such a way that you
get the feeling they are saints straight from heaven who mean so well, and want to help the
world.

But it is extreme deception, as what is actually being said, and what is literally
being done in the schools, is mass child abuse. 

Please  be  sharp  in  your  mind  and  learn  to  discern  when  reading  the  UN  and  WHO
documents.  Understand  what  these  guidelines  effectively  imply.  Remember  these  are  the
organizations who have unleashed the pandemic onto humanity, they are the ones who
suppressed every working treatment for C0VID, they are the ones who censor millions of
doctors and scientists worldwide, they are the ones who mandate the highly toxic injections
that are killing millions, they are the ones who push for a one world government, and so on.

We are dealing with psychopaths of the worst kind, who have the skill to hide
their most nefarious crimes under a layer of beautiful words that claim to help
the world. 

While aggressively destroying every and all human rights worldwide during pandemics, they
claim to protect the “human right of teaching kids to masturbate at age 5”.

Normalizing pedophilia and child abuse is not part of “human rights”. Please see through
their smokescreens and refined methods of hypnotizing humanity with magical word plays.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.
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